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Phnom Penh Post: ១៩ មីនា ឆ្នា ២ំ០២០ ( 19 March 2020)   
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The Green Trade Company and the Cambodia Rice Federation (CRF) on Wednesday said increasing the 
supply of milled rice in the local market has helped stabilise prices as the country faces the threat of the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

Earlier this month, a significant number of people were reported to be stockpiling staple goods like rice in fear 
that the outbreak of the novel coronavirus could lead to shortages. CRF vice-president Chan Sokheang told 
The Post that to prevent shortages of important commodities like rice, the government and the private sector 
were working together to increase shipments of the grain to local shops by 100 to 500 tonnes. 
អានប ន្ត (Read more) 

សហព័ន្ធសសរូវអ្្ករនិយាយថា តម្លៃអ្្ករងៅនរឹ្នរ 
អរគនុណងៅដលក់ារផ្គត់ផ្គ្់ងកើនង�ើ្
(Rice price stabilised thanks to increase in supply, 
federation says)

រាជរដ្ឋា ភិប្លធានាថា សតានុកអ្្ករងពញបរបិូណ៌
សសមាប់បស្រុ្េនុកតស្រូវការក្ន្ុ សសរុក និ្ងសរៅសបងេស

(Plentiful rice reserves for domestic and inter’l 
demand: Government)
Khmer Times : ១៩មីនា ២០២០ (19 March 2020)  
[អត្ថបទជាភាសាអង់គ ល្េស៖ Content in English language] 

The government and private sector have assured the nation that their combined stockpile of rice will be more 
than enough to supply domestic demand during the ongoing Novel Coronovirus situation. With numbers of 
reported cases rising to 35 in the past few days, panic buying – a term used to describe bulk purchasing of 
essential goods such as food and fuel in an uncertain climate – has been witnessed in some stores in Phnom 
Penh. In a joint statement between the state-owned Green Trade Company (GTC), an arm of the Commerce 
Ministry and the Cambodia Rice Federation (CRF), អានបន្ត (Read more)

Cebuanos ធានាអំពីការផ្គត់ផ្គ្់សគប់សរាន់ ខណៈសករុ្ហ៊នុន 
គំរា្ពីការង�ើ្ ម្លៃខ្ពស់
(Cebuanos assured of sufficient supplies; firms warned on 
overpricing)

Cebu Daily News : 16 March 2020

CEBU CITY, Philippines — Officials in Cebu warned retailers that 
their licenses to do business could be confiscated, and could be 
revoked if they were found to sell overpriced goods.Cebu Governor 
Gwendolyn Garcia and Cebu City Mayor Edgardo Labella made this 
warning after they heard reports circulating online that several stores 
in Cebu City and the province had jacked up prices of supplies. 
អានបន្ត (Read more)

នាយកដ្ឋា នសសរូវងស្ើឲ្យពងនលៃឿនការអភិវឌ្ឍពូជ្្ី 
(Rice Department asked to speed up development 
of new varieties)

Deputy Agriculture and Cooperatives Minister Prapat Potasuthon 
urged the Rice Department to speed up seed production, aiming 
to export soft rice to better compete in global markets in the next 
two years.
He said farmers would benefit during the present Covid-19 
situation as people are hoarding food, causing rice demand to 
increase, while the drought would affect some production areas, 
also leading to a price rise. អានបន្ត (Read more)

តម្លៃអ្្ករអាសនុ ី- ម្និ្ងវៀតណា្ ងកើនង�ើ្ យា៉ា ្ខាលៃ ំ្  ក្ន្ុ ខណៈងពលមានការ 
រកីរាលដ្លមនវីរ នុសកវូីដ ដដលប្្កការសពរួយប្រ្្ភងលើការផ្គត់ផ្គ្់ 
(Asia Rice-Thai, Vietnam rates jump as virus spread raises supply concerns)
Reuters: 19 March 2020 

BENGALURU, March 19 (Reuters) - Thailand’s rice export rates extended gains this week to hit a 
6-1/2 year peak, and Vietnamese prices rose to their highest in almost 16 months, as the spread of 
the coronavirus raised concerns about sufficiency of available stocks.

Thailand’s benchmark 5% broken rice RI-THBKN5-P1 prices were quoted at $480-$505 per tonne on 
Thursday, their highest since August 2013 and up from $470-$495 last week. This is also their sixth 
consecutive weekly rise.

Traders said market concern over supply shortages due to the ongoing drought was the main factor 
driving up prices. (Read more)

អ៊ីរ៉ា ក់ (Iraq)

សកសួ្ ពាណិជ្ជក្្អនុីរា៉ា ក់ សតរូវការសាច់សប្ក់ងដើ្្សី តានុកេនុក                
សរាប់ធញ្ញជាតិ ខណៈមានការឆលៃ្រាលដ្លជំ្ឺករូ ៉ាណូា
(Iraq ministry needs cash to build grain stockpile  
as coronavirus spreads)

Reuters: 22 March 2020 

BAGHDAD, March 22 (Reuters) - Iraq’s Trade Ministry is in need of more money from the budget to build 
three months’ supply in its strategic wheat and rice stockpiles in the face of the country’s growing corona-
virus problems, it said late on Saturday.

Months of political deadlock have already delayed budget approvals for Iraq, a major Middle East grain 
importer. “It is necessary to have enough financial allocations to provide a strategic stockpile for three 
months, especially given the law governing the ministry stresses its role in.... (Read more)

អូស្សាតា លកីំពនុ្ដ្ច់ងស្ៀ្៖ កសកិរ្ិនមានផាសាតា សសមាប់លក់  
ងហើយការភិតភ័យក្ន្ុ ការេិញងស្ៀ្សតានុកេនុក ប្ននរឹ្កំពនុ្ ងធវើ 
ឲ្យបរមិាណងស្ៀ្កាន់ដតខ្សត់ងខសោយដដលជាបញ្ហា តាំ្ ពី 
ងសរាោះរា ំ្ ស្តួ្កង្លៃ៉ាោះ (Australia is ‘running out’ of FOOD: 
Farmers have no more pasta to sell and panic buying has 
depleted rice stocks that were already low because of drought)

អូស្សា្ត លី (Australia)

Daily Mail : 20 March 2020 Australia is facing a rice and pasta shortage after panic-buyers 
left stocks completely depleted in supermarkets across the 
country. Farmers are running out of durum wheat - the crop 
used to produce pasta - and say they need the remainder to 
plant a winter crop. 

A combination of drought and panic-buying has also left 
supplies of rice worryingly low, according to the Australian 
Financial Review. (Read more)

លងីបរយីា៉ា ៖ សកសួ្ ពាណិជ្ជក្្េមាលៃ ក់កតូាងលើការនាចំូលអ្្ករ 
និ្អាហារកកងៅងពលមានជំ្ឺករូ ៉ាណូា 
(Liberia: Commerce Ministry Drops Quota on Importation             
of Rice and Frozen Foods amid Coronavirus)លីគបរយី៉ា  (Liberia)

Front Page Africa Online: 19 March 2020 Monrovia – Murmurs of a looming shortage of rice and frozen 
foods brought on by fears of the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, 
are being complicated by reports that the Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry has applied a quota to reduce the importation for 
major rice and frozen foods imports in Liberia.

Some Liberian importers speaking to FrontPageAfrica Wednesday 
expressed disappointment over the move seen as a setback to the 
George Weah-led administration’s earlier pledge toward establish-
ing an open market to....(Read more)

អនតារជាតិ(International)

ហ្លីីពីន (Philippines)

ថ្ (Thailand)

Nation Thailand: 17 March 2020

https://www.phnompenhpost.com/business/rice-price-stabilised-thanks-increase-supply-federation-says
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50703131/plentiful-rice-reserves-for-domestic-and-interl-demand-government/
https://cebudailynews.inquirer.net/294571/cebu-officials-there-is-still-enough-supplies-warn-firms-for-overpricing
https://www.nationthailand.com/news/30384267
https://af.reuters.com/article/africaTech/idAFL4N2BC4HX
https://www.reuters.com/article/iraq-grains/iraq-ministry-needs-cash-to-build-grain-stockpile-as-coronavirus-spreads-idUSL8N2BF06X
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8132417/Farmers-struggling-cope-demand-rice-pasta-amid-coronavirus-panic-buying.html
https://frontpageafricaonline.com/front-slider/liberia-commerce-ministry-drops-quota-on-importation-of-rice-and-frozen-foods-amid-coronavirus/
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ងសចកតាីសបកាសព័ត៌មាន (Press Release)

Once again, Cambodia Rice Federation and Green Trade Company of the Ministry 
Commerce would like to inform that as of 16 March 2020, about 80% of paddy is  
harvested, accounted for 2.3 millions tonnes, which is enough for milling to supply 
in the overall Cambodia. As the recent increased of COVID19 outbreak, Cambodi-
an people may feel worried about the shortage of food supply, especially the rice. 
Therefore, this press release would like to reassure that the amount of paddy could be 
enough to prove that Cambodia is not in the consequence of shortage food supply. 
[Press release content Available in Khmer Language] 

តម្លៃសសរូវ និ្តម្លៃអ្្ករនាងំចញ 
(Paddy price and FOB price)
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កករុមហ៊៊នស្ហ្នីគកតដថនកកសួងពាណិជ្ជកម្ម និងសហព័ន្ធកសរូវអង្ករកម្៊ជា មានកិត្តិយស សូម 
ជកមាបជូនដល់សាធារណជនគមត្្ត កជាបថា គោយសារការផ្សព្ផសាយព័ត៌មានមួយចំនួន
ពីការឆលេងរតតបាតថនជំងឺឆលេងកូវដី១៩ (COVID19)  បានបន្តគកីនគ�ងីកនា៊ងកបគទសកម្៊ជា 
ជាគហត៊គ្្ីឲ្យមានក្តីបារម្ភ ដល់កបជាជន កម្៊ជាគយងី ខដលអាចជះឥទ្ធិពលគលីតថមលេគសបៀង 
អាហារ ជាពិគសស្ឺថ្លេអង្ករ។ 
(សូមអានបន្តគៅកនា៊ងគសចក្តីកបកាសព័ត៌មានខាងគកកាមគនះ) 
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https://www.facebook.com/cambodiaricefederation/

Cambodia Rice Federation
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